
Our Mission:
Write Start Prep guides students to become 
active readers and writers, helping them 
stand out on standardized tests and in 
their college essays in order to gain 
admission to the schools of their choice.

Testimonials from 
Students + Parents:
“Kevin helped my nephew edit his Personal 
Insight Essays for applying to UC schools. 
His editing suggestions really improved the 
essays. He supported my nephew through 
multiple drafts. His suggestions were 
extremely thoughtful and thorough. Thanks 
in part to his help, my nephew was accepted 
into UC Berkeley and UCLA. Highly 
recommended!”  
- Jaime de la Garza

“Quick at strategizing ideas and helping in 
forming excellent essays, Kevin expands 
bunched-up words into broad insights 
through his questions and advice. He is very 
quick to notice grammatical errors and bends 
his own time to help! The best tutor ever.”
- Jess M. 

“Kevin was very encouraging at our 
sessions. He provided plenty of material, but 
I never felt overwhelmed. We quickly 
narrowed in on what I needed to work on, 
and he was very considerate of how I 
wanted to spend our time. Each practice test, 
I improved and felt more confident. I looked 
forward to each meeting because I knew my 
effort was worth it. I’m very thankful to 
Kevin, and I’m happy with my SAT score!”   
- Naomi K.

Find more of our testimonials at 
https://www.writestartprep.com/

Preparing for 
College Just 
Got Easier

College Essay Planning 
SAT/ACT Test Prep
SAT/ACT Group Classes

Educational Background:
Dr. Kevin Cooney, the principal educator 
for Write Start Prep, earned his Ph.D. in 
English literature from UCLA in 2010. 

As a professor, Dr. Cooney taught 
literature and composition courses at 
UCLA, Temple University, Drexel 
University, and Queens College CUNY. 
Drawing on more than a decade of 
teaching experience, Dr. Cooney guides 
students to improve their scores on the 
SAT and ACT English sections as well 
as to plan and revise their college 
essays.

Contact Us
We welcome the chance to learn about 
our students’ unique strengths and 
college goals.

Set up a free consultation or schedule a 
class today by visiting us at our website.
https:///www.writestartprep.com/

calendly

Or contact us directly at 917-244-9055.

https:///www.writestartprep.com/calendly
https:///www.writestartprep.com/calendly

